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Getting in touch
with Nature
In recent years, there have been
more and more studies detailing the
benefit of spending time outdoors,
both for children and adults. Some
would say that spending time in
nature is a necessity. There have
been some studies that have shown
that even looking at a picture of
greenery can benefit your mental
health. Most studies on the
importance of spending time outside
agree that children who play outside
are smarter, happier, more attentive,
and less anxious than children who
spend more time indoors. While it’s
unclear how exactly these cognitive
benefits and mood improvements
occur, there are a few things we do
know about why nature is good for
children's minds.

1. It Builds Confidence
The way children play in nature is
less structured than most types of
indoor play. There are infinite ways
to interact with outdoor
environments, from your backyard
to the park to a local hiking trail,
lake, or beach. Letting your child
choose how they interact with
nature gives them a great boost of
confidence in their own abilities.

2. It Teaches
Responsibility
Living things can die if mistreated or
not taken care of properly, so by
teaching and then trusting your
child(ren) to take care of the living
parts of their environment, they can
and will learn what happens when
they forget to water a seedling, pick a
flower, or pull a plant out by its roots.
In fact, make a whole lesson out of
pulling up weeds! Children will learn
a lot by watching what happens once
the weed is pulled from the ground.

3. It Promotes Creativity
The outdoor, unstructured style of
play allows kids to get creative & use
their imagination within their
surroundings. They can think more
freely, think up their own activities
& games, and approach the world in
fun, inventive, and exciting ways.
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“As the young spend less and
less of their lives in natural
surroundings, their senses
narrow, and this reduces the
richness of human experience"
-Richard Louv
author, Last Child in the Woods

4. It Gets Children Moving
Most of the ways children interact
with nature involve movement and
exercise. Your child doesn’t have to
join an organized sport to "get
exercise. " A nice, simple walk
through your neighborhood or an
adventure at a local park can even
do the trick to get their blood
pumping! Not only is exercise good
for children's (and adults'!) bodies,
it seems to help them stay more
focused, which is especially
beneficial for children who are
developing their ability to pay
attention and focus.

5. It Makes Children Think
Nature creates a unique sense of
wonder in children that no other
environment can provide for them.
The amazing things occurring
naturally every day in places like
backyards, parks, and mountains
make children ask questions about
nature, the earth, and the life that
is living and growing all around
them.

Nature
Scavenger Hunt
Work with your child to create a
list of natural objects you can find
outside (a bird, flower, pinecones,
a leaf, something yellow, etc.).
Make your list by hand or on a
computer for printing, you can also
add pictures for younger children.

Or...download this one at:
https://bit.ly/OPEC-nature-hunt

The Book Nook
Up in the Air: Butterflies, Birds, and
Everything Up Above
by Zoe Armstrong
Lola planta un jardín
by Anna McQuinn
Up to My Knees!
by Grace Lin

6. It Helps Reduce Stress
and Fatigue
According to University of Michigan
Psychology Professors Rachel &
Stephen Kaplan and their Attention
Restoration Theory (ART), urban
environments require what is called
directed attention, which forces us to
ignore distractions and this exhausts
our brains. In natural, outdoor
environments, we use an effortless
type of attention referred to as "soft
fascination" which creates feelings of
pleasure, not fatigue. In short, if your
child(ren) seem to be consistently
struggling to concentrate, try giving
them more time outdoors!
In a world where screen time is the
easier, very popular choice,
remember how important it is to
set aside time for outdoor play for
children...and for yourself! Just
step outside your door and you
will find adventure.

Follow us on Facebook &
Twitter @OPECParentingEd
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